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Remember to read the tutorials before attempting any work on your own. Image Effects The world of digital imagery has changed dramatically over the years. Just a few years ago, the very concept of digital image manipulation wasn't even a thing. But fast-forward to the present day, and it's no longer a topic limited to those in the photo industry. Digital editing has taken off, and Photoshop, as its name implies, has become the industry standard —
and it seems like something of a natural for those interested in graphic design and illustration. With free tutorials in abundance online, it seems like everyone is learning Photoshop these days. In this section, we show you how to experiment with a few of Photoshop's most popular and useful image effects and illustrate how Photoshop makes editing simple. (For more on Photoshop's basic editing tools, see Book I, Chapter 5.) Creating special effects

As a photo editor, you may often need to modify images to create special effects. After all, you don't always want to take a picture. Sometimes you want to modify a photo to create a special effect, for example, or to make a subject look or feel different. If you don't have experience with editing, Photoshop's effects can be a little overwhelming. Luckily, some effects are so simple to create that you can actually perform some tasks right in the
Photoshop image-editing window. You can apply special effects to various image areas by using Photoshop's effects tools. For more about applying effects, see the sidebar "Applying special effects to various image areas," later in this chapter. In this section, we introduce you to some special effects that you can use to modify images in many ways. Of course, all the special effects we discuss apply to any image, but some can be created in a variety of
ways, depending on the subject, mood, and look you want to create. For example, if you want to add a vintage look to an image of a young person on a bike, you may want to enhance the image's colors with a Color Replace adjustment using an old film grain effect. (For more about this adjustment, see the section "Applying special effects to various image areas," later in this chapter.) In another example, you may want to create a photo collage effect

from several digital images that you've chosen to represent a specific theme. You can achieve this goal by using some special effects that we discuss in this section.
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Learn how to use Photoshop’s elements to create magazine-quality images with ease. Here are over 50+ of the most common and free Photoshop elements hacks. 01. Photoshop Brushes Brushes are a very useful tool for editing images with Photoshop. They are often used to create basic stock images for websites, illustrations, and backgrounds. For instance, to have a white graphic and a black edge around it, use a black rectangle and a white rectangle.
However, the process of getting a simple brush is quite tedious. You can use various tutorials on YouTube. A simple example of creating a brush is mentioned below. 02. Image Compression Image compression refers to the action of reducing the resolution and or/size of a photo. Many people use it, especially for editing images. By creating low-resolution images, you can also edit them in Photoshop with ease. For instance, the resolution and size of
this photo can be reduced up to 1/6 of the original resolution. If the original resolution is 300, then you will create a new one with a resolution of 60. This means the resolution of the new image is 60,000. The result of the process will be a 120kb image. 03. Change the Hue, Saturation and Brightness You can use Photoshop to easily change the color of an image. One of the most used features in Photoshop is the Hue/Saturation and Brightness tools.

You can use them to change colors, highlights, shadows, levels, brightness and contrast. You can also use the curves tool to manipulate shadows. 04. Create a Photo Sphere Photoshop has one of the most popular photosphere features in the world. Photosphere is a feature that allows you to take a 360-degree shot of a specific image. The best part about photosphere is that it allows you to include the entire environment in your photo. You can use
Photoshop to create this feature, but it requires some work. You can use Adobe After Effect to create the photosphere. 05. Replace the Background You can use Photoshop to replace the background and use it in other images. This allows you to use the same image in different ways and gives your images more variety. If you have many backgrounds that you want to use, you can clone one background to 05a79cecff
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the president as Trump was under siege from criticism of his first travel ban, told The Hill that Bannon was the “worst enemy” of Bannon’s firm. He said he has since returned to consulting and now “absolutely” would help the president if he decided to run again. Marinelli served as a staffer on Capitol Hill in the late ’90s and early 2000s. Two of the major positions he held in his long career on Capitol Hill were on the Joint Economic Committee and
the Senate Small Business and Entrepreneurship Committee. He is a graduate of Capitol Hill’s Duke Law School, holding the DeLucia-Stearns and McCorkle-Kelley fellowships. Lori Montgomery, chairman of the Republic Group, a California-based consulting firm working on the Trump administration’s tax reform efforts, served as a senior adviser and deputy chief of staff for Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.). Prior to joining the
McConnell team in 2017, Montgomery worked at and served as chief executive officer of the National Treasury Employees Union. She also worked for former Sen. Trent Lott (R-Miss.) on Capitol Hill
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